## R54.0 SHARKHUNTERS

### MODULE C4

- R54.1 SHARKHUNTER BACKGROUND
  - R54.1A SHARKHUNTER GENERIC UNITS
- R54.2 SHARKHUNTER HEAVY CRUISER (CA)
- R54.3 SHARKHUNTER WAR CRUISER (CW)
- R54.4 SHARKHUNTER WAR DESTROYER (DW)
- R54.5 SHARKHUNTER FRIGATE (FF)
- R54.6 SHARKHUNTER WAR CRUISER SCOUT (CWS)
- R54.7 SHARKHUNTER STRIKE CARRIER (CVS)
- R54.8 SHARKHUNTER WAR CRUISER ESCORT (CWE)
  - R54.8A SHARKHUNTER AEGIS CRUISER (CWA)
- R54.9 SHARKHUNTER DESTROYER ESCORT (DWE)
  - R54.9A SHARKHUNTER AEGIS DESTROYER (DWA)
- R54.10 SHARKHUNTER DREADNOUGHT (DN)
- R54.11 SHARKHUNTER HEAVY BATTLECRUISER (BCH)

- **R54.F1 SHARKHUNTER HARPOON FIGHTER**

Note: See (J51.0) for Sharkhunter Heloshuttles